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Octopus Cloud made our reporting easier

Thanks to Octopus Cloud and SPLA Manager, Inetum Realdolmen
has solved 2 problems at once.

Exact number of users
The once-difficult total number of users is now efficient and exactly.

BACKGROUND
INETUM REALDOLMEN
Inetum-Realdolmen is the Belgium

Accurate reporting
Customers have admin rights, and they are able to install software
by themselves as well, so it was difficult to monitor what additional
software was deployed by them on top. This reporting process has
to be improved in order to make sure that they are in control and
compliant at all times.

subsidiary from Inetum. Inetum is an
agile IT services company that provides
digital services and solutions. A global
group that helps companies and
institutions to get the most out of
digital flow. In a context of perpetual
movement, where needs and usages
are constantly being reinvented, the

CHALLENGE
Before using Octopus Cloud Inetum-Realdomen reported licenses by checking the
actual servers and keep track manually with an excel file to submit a SPLA report

Inetum group is committed towards
all these players to innovate, continue

(Services Provider Licensing Agreement). The main goal for Inetum-Realdolmen

to adapt, and stay ahead. With its

was to report correctly and being compliant with the SPLA licensing rules. The main

multi-expert profile, Inetum offers

challenge was to report the correct number of total users. Another challenge was

its clients a unique combination of

that the customers of Inetum-Realdomen have admin rights and therefore it was

proximity, a sectorial organisation,

difficult to monitor if they install new software.

and solutions of industrial quality.
Operating in more than 26 countries,

In a worst-case scenario, incorrect number of licenses could be reported and

the Group has nearly 27,000 employees.

invoiced to the customer.
Inetum-Realdolmen provides digital
service solutions (application

“With Octopus Cloud we are getting a correct

development, infrastructure, and

overview of the licenses needed to cover the

operational services) and has

software installed. This results in compliant

customers from the full spectrum of

usage and correct invoicing towards Microsoft

verticals. From government and

and our customers.”

health to insurance and industry.

Bert Verboven, Service Delivery Manager RCloud

As a Cloud Service Provider,
Inetum-Realdolmen is using Microsoft
SPLA licensing mainly for RDS,

OBTAIN MAXIMUM VALUE AT MINIMUM COST
Octopus Cloud gives us a correct overview of what software is installed upon the
servers located on our cloud infrastructure and we were able to be compliant and
invoice all licenses based on actual usage. Our goal with Octopus Cloud was to make
reporting easier and reduce the labor towards manual licensing sanity checks.

Exchange Clients, Office, SQL and
Dynamics.

Octopus Cloud uses actively the Microsoft SPLA rules
(different to some other licensing tools) to achieve compliancy
with license rules. Octopus Cloud finds the best license type
and therefore we get the most out of the licenses, at the
lowest possible cost. Inetum-Realdomen is using Octopus
Cloud since 2018 and appreciate the fast and helpful technical
and licensing service.

OCTOPUS CLOUD SOLUTION
SPLA Manager is KPMG-certified which makes it
perfectly suited to a Microsoft audit.
Three components work together highly efficiently:
OC Scanner
The scanner takes daily an inventory of

ACHIEVED OUR GOAL WITH OCTOPUS CLOUD
I now get the correct scanning information from the installed
base. It is very easy and transparent to get a compliant overview
of all licenses so that invoicing and reporting our customers
becomes an easier task. With Octopus Cloud we achieved our
goal to make reporting easier. The reporting has a clear view,

the servers and applications.

OC Reporter
The Reporter provides a readable output
of the inventory on a web front-end and the
algorithm automatically generates the

screen and you do not need to be a technical wizard to work with

SPLA reports required. These reports are

Octopus Cloud. We use Octopus Cloud once a month for the

based on Microsoft rules. The SPLA

monthly reporting and invoicing.

Manager also performs the comparison
with the SPUR (Services Provider Use

“We reduced the follow-up towards
licenses with 75 %.”
Bert Verboven

Rights): the “Microsoft Licence Bible”.

OC Intelligence
Thanks to the optimisation function,
SPLA Manager can also be used to
easily and automatically calculate
the most cost-effective licensing
solution for the user.

SPLA software licensing. We’ve solved it.
Get in touch, to find out more.
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